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Overview
Amphibious operations add a new layer of complexity to the tasks of the Commander. Even at their simplest
level, they require a good understanding of the typical problems encountered, meticulous planning and correct
execution. In most cases, failure at any of the above requirements will turn the operation into a disaster.
An amphibious operation typically develops along the following lines:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Organize the Task Force
Form up
Move to the Objective Area
The Landing
Support the Beachhead

This Field Manual will focus on “Operation Sledgehammer”, a hypothetical NATO counterattack by a USMC
Marine Amphibious Brigade to dislodge Soviet forces from Trondheim area and make the port operational for
NATO.

Organize the Task Force
The Mission
Operation Sledgehammer has the following forces assigned:
•
•
•

4th MAB, composed by two USMC battalions plus the Command element
269M Attack Helicopters Squadron
162M and 263M Transport Helicopter Squadrons

First of all, the needed sealift capacity must be assessed. Ground combat units require Troop Transport Points,
while other units use Troop Transport or Supply Transport, depending by their type (See Transport Costs Table):
Unit
1/4 MAB
2/4 MAB
4 MAB
269M
162M
263M

Type
Battalion Size Combat Unit
Battalion Size Combat Unit
Brigade Base
Helicopter with no transport capacity
Helicopter with transport capacity
Helicopter with transport capacity

Transport Cost
1 Troop
1 Troop
1 Troop or 1 Supply
3 Troop or 3 Supply
3 Supply
3 Supply

The Task Force will therefore need from 2 to 6 Troop Transport Points, and from 6 to 10 Supply Transport
points, depending on Commander’s decisions. As Troops Transport is a scarce asset, we’ll consider 2 Troops
Transport Points and 10 Supply Transport Points as the possible best distribution. Troop Transport Points are
printed in blue, and Supply Transport Points in orange.
The Task Force should also carry enough supply to support combat during the first days. Each battalion will use
one Ammo Point per combat, and mechanized Marines battalions will also need some Fuel Points to move. A
prudent evaluation could be two turns of supply with one combat per unit each turn, plus fuel, thus bringing the
total Supply Transport Points required to 16 (See 13, Detailed Supply).
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The Transport Squadron
Having defined the mission, the next step is to create an appropriate Transport Squadron, keeping in mind the
following points:
•

Ships transporting the combat units will need a Landing Ship capability, as they must debark
troops on a beachhead and not in a friendly port (See 33.3.1, Amphibious Landing). An
example of Landing Ship is the USN Newport class.

•

Some NATO vessels can be used as a full-functioning Heliport for a single helicopter
squadron, giving two advantages: The squadron does not use cargo space, and it can
execute any kind of mission using the ship as its base, including ferry troops from the ship
to the beachhead. USN Saipan LHA (Landing Helicopter Assault) is an example of this kind
of ship.

•

Other NATO vessels are equipped with helipads big enough to allow landing of heavy
transport helicopters. Helicopter squadron cannot use these ships as permanent base, but
they can embark troops or cargo from the ship using the standard procedures (See 31.5,
Helicopter Transport). Raleigh class LPD (Landing Platform Dock) is an example of this
kind of ship.

Operation Sledgehammer has top priority, so the best available ships are selected and assigned:

This composition brings in some additional notes and considerations:
•

USN Bobo class TAK (Cargo / Ammunition) can also supply the Task Force with any type of ammo required
(See 33.15, Naval Ammunition).

•

USN Saipan and Inchon can be both used as Heliport. This means that two of the of the embarked
Helicopter Squadrons will use no cargo space, saving 6 Supply Transport points that will be used to load
additional supply (See 31.5, Helicopter Transport).

The Escort Squadron
The Transport Squadron already has good air defenses and could also support ground troops (See 33.21, Naval
Bombardment), but it will need additional firepower to neutralize submarine or missile attacks, and to fend off
air attacks.
The following combat ships are therefore assigned as escort:
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Form Up
Create the Task Force
All the units and ships selected are initially deployed in
CONUS 1 Box on the Lines Of Communication (LOC)
Chart. This makes the forming up phase simpler.
During the first NATO Movement Phase, all the assigned
vessels expend 2 Movement Points to form a Task Force.
As none of the ships included has a “Slow” Special Code,
the newly formed Task Force has 12 Movement Points
each Turn and 10 Movement Points remaining (See
33.7.1, Forming a Task Force).
The included ships are moved to the Task Force 1 Box
on the NATO Naval Display and organized into Sectors.
This allows the Task Force to create concentric defense
lines to better protect the critical ships in the Core Sector
(See 33.7.6, Naval Tactical Display).

Loading Troops and Cargo
As the Task Force is in a LOC Box marked with a
Port symbol, it may load troops and cargo by
expending 2 Movement Points (See Naval
Movement Costs Table), thus bringing its remaining
MPs down to 8.
Transport ships in the same Task Force could
combine their Transport Capacity to load bigger
units (for example, a brigade), but in this case each
single battalion will be loaded separately. This will
give 4th MAB more flexibility during the debark
phase, at the cost of a diminished firepower.
At the end of the loading operations, Task Force 1
loadout is as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

LHA Saipan: 263M Helicopter Sqd operating embarked, 1/4MAB Bn + 2 Supply Points
LPH Inchon: 162M Helicopter Sqd operating embarked, 2/4MAB Bn + 1 Supply Point
LPD Raleigh1: 4MAB Command + 2 Supply Points
LPD Austin1: 269M Helicopter Sqd
TAK Bobo: 9 Supply Points

Should weather allow it, the two Helicopter Squadrons based on Saipan and Inchon will airlift the embarked
troops and supply on the beachhead. This gives two critical advantages:
•

Debark operations are faster, as the MPs used to debark are expended by the helicopter and not by the
ship itself (See 33.3.1, Amphibious Landing and 31.5, Helicopter Transport).

•

The transporting ship does not have to approach the coast, where its Detection Level would be increased
(See Detection Level Table).
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Move to the Objective Area
Task Force 1 is now ready to sail to Norway by moving on the NATO LOC Chart:
At Turn 1, Task Force has only 8 MPs remaining due to the forming up and loading activities. Leaving the Port
has no additional MPs cost as the unit is on the LOC Chart, while moving to North Atlantic 1 Box costs 5 MPs
(See LOC Movement Costs Table).
In the subsequent Turns, TF1 has its full 12 MPs allowance as no ship In the Task Force has a “Slow” Special
Code. This allows the TF to move two Boxes on the LOC Chart and arrive in Norwegian Sea 1 Box at Turn 4.
During the whole time spent on the LOC Chart, the Task Force could be attacked by Soviet aircraft and
submarines eluding NATO surveillance in the GIUK (Greenland – Iceland – UK) Gap. It is therefore vital for
NATO to commit a sizeable aeronaval force to the GIUK Front to keep Soviet incursions at bay (See 25.1, GIUK
Front).
At Turn 5, TF1 expends 5 MPs to move to Entry Box N2. From there, the Task Force can move to any Megahex
on the map marked with a N2 Entry Code, at no additional cost. NATO Commander decides to enter map on
Megahex containing the hex F0135 (See 21.2, LOC Chart Movement).

The Task Force uses the remaining 7 MPs to move on map toward Trondheim. As the weather is clear, each
Megahex costs 1 MP and the Task Force should be able to reach an advantageous position.
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Not That Easy, Comrade
As TF1 approach Trondheim, a squadron of Soviet Foxtrot class submarines on patrol intercept the convoy
(See 33.10, Naval Interception).
A die roll of 13+ is required for a successful interception, with the following die roll modifiers:
•
•

-1 as submarine is slower than TF1 (6 MPs versus 12 MPs)
-2 as TF1 has a Detection Level of zero (No WP Naval Surveillance or Air Superiority in the Megahex where
interception occurs)

Submarine Commander could use Active Emissions to increase its chances, but decides against as it would
increase the submarine’s Detection Level by one and make it more vulnerable to the American reaction. The
roll is 16 modified to 13: The Interception succeeds, and Naval Combat is initiated (See 33.11, Naval Combat).
The Soviet Submarine decides to test its luck and attack the Task
Force’s Core Sector, where the transports are. This means it will
have to survive ASW attacks from the US ships in the Outer and
Inner Sectors before launching its torpedoes.
For both attacks, NATO has a -6 die roll modifier for the submarine
Detection Level of zero (See Detection Combat Modifiers Table) and
no modifiers for the submarine toughness of 2.
In Outer Sector, NATO has an ASW combat value of 7 and rolls a
12 modified to 6, inflicting no step losses. In Inner Sector, NATO has
an ASW combat value of 10 and rolls an 18 modified to 12, inflicting
one step loss. The Soviet submarine is flipped on its Damaged side.

Having survived the approach phase, the submarine can now attack the Core Sector. The Soviet Commander
chooses USN Raleigh as his target. The submarine now has an ASW combat value of 4 and the following die
roll modifiers:
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•
•

-4 for Detection Level, as the enemy Task Force now has a Detection Level of 1 for being successfully
intercepted.
-3 for USN Raleigh’s Toughness of 7.

The submarine rolls a 5 modified to 1 (the lowest possible result). Not only it scores no hits, but it is now short
of torpedoes and has a “ASW Halved” marker placed under it (See 33.15, Naval Ammunition).
As a last step, NATO ships in the Core Sector attack the submarine. NATO has an ASW Combat Value of 7,
with a -4 die roll modifier for the submarine Detection Level, as this has increased from zero to one after
attacking. NATO rolls a 11 modified to 7, and the Soviet submarine survives.

Backfire
As soon as TF1 enters the Trondheim fjord, the Soviets make their move and launch a regimental level Naval
Strike.
The strike group takes off from Kaliningrad
and is composed exclusively by Long
Range aircraft, allowing a 12 Megahexes
Combat Radius with full ordnance loadout
(See 30.3, Combat Radius). Despite that,
Trondheim is within the Combat Radius only by moving over Swedish air space. This explains the controversial
Warsaw Pact decision to declare war to Sweden since the start of hostilities. An ECM Squadron also supports
the strike.
WP Player declares an air mission composed by 3 strike and 2 escort squadron, with Megahex F3207 as target.
The mission could still fail to locate TF1, but NATO Player must decide whether to intercept or not before
knowing the result (See 30.19, Intercept Mission).
Having CVBG America in support nearby, NATO decides to intercept
the approaching bandits with one F-14 and one EA-6B ECM
squadron. The distance to the target is 3 Megahexes, but 2 is added
as the aircraft take off from a CVBG Off-map Box for a total Flight
Path length of 5 Megahexes (See 33.17, Carrier Battlegroups). As
this is within the 7 Megahexes Combat Radius for NATO Intercept missions, the F-14 will fight using its printed
Air Combat values. A Swedish JA 37 Viggen squadron also joins the fray.
NATO Player rolls for Interception for each squadron involved, with a +2 die roll modifier for the Megahex where
interception takes place. All NATO squadrons intercepts successfully, and Air Combat is initiated.
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The Mig-31 squadrons are a nasty surprise for NATO, as AFNORTH Intelligence reported they would have not
been employed in Trondheim area. Too late to pull back, and the assault Task Force must be protected at all
costs: NATO decides to have the JA37 engage the escort, while the F-14 will try to evade and go for the strike
group (See 30.20, Intercept Combat Sequence).

The first Soviet Mig31 fires at the evading F-14 squadron on the +1 column of the Air Combat Table (12 Air
Combat – 11 Evasion), with the following die roll modifiers:
•
•
•

+1 for WP ECM squadron
-2 for NATO ECM squadron
-1 for Pilots Ratings (2 for Soviet Union, 3 for US)

A die roll of 10 modified to 8 brings no result, so the F-14 slip through the escort and will be able to attack the
strike group.
The second Soviet Mig31 attacks the Swedish JA 37 on the +3 column with -1 die roll modifier (+1 WP ECM,
-2 NATO ECM, 0 for Pilot Ratings). A roll of 12 modified to 11 gives a damaged step, and the Swedish squadron
must abort after firing back.
JA37 Viggen now fires at its target Mig31, using the 0 column and a +1 die roll modifier (-1 WP ECM, +2 NATO
ECM, 0 for Pilot Ratings). A roll of 13 modified to 14 gives a damaged + abort result on the Soviet squadron.
Having evaded the escort, the F-14 squadron can now attack the Tu22 bombers. The Commander decides to
split the attack and fire at both Soviet squadrons (See 30.20,2, Attack Squadron Splitting). Both attacks are
made on the +4 column (13 Air Combat – 8 Evasion) with the following die roll modifiers:
•
•
•
•

-2 for WP numerical superiority (4 WP aircraft steps vs 2 NATO aircraft steps)
-1 for WP ECM squadron
+2 for NATO ECM squadron
+1 for Pilot Rating (3 US – 2 Soviet)

NATO first roll is a 13, giving one step lost + one step damaged + abort, reduced to one step damaged + abort
as NATO used Attack Squadron Splitting; The first Tu22 squadron returns to base with some losses. NATO
second roll is a 3, nothing accomplished; The second Tu22 squadron will be able to reach its target.
Intercept and Escort squadrons are returned to a base within the used Combat Radius (7 for NATO, 12 for WP),
and the surviving Tu22 squadron attacks the enemy Task Force. As the Tu22 has Standoff attack capabilities,
there is not much NATO can do at this point except hoping the much-vaunted Anti-Missile Defences will work
(See 30.18, Naval Strike Missions).
The Backfire’s squadron Commander would love to program his AS-4 Kitchen missiles for hitting the enemy
Task Force Core Sector, but he knows that strong air defences could cripple the attack. He therefore decides
to assign all his 6 Strike factors to the Outer Sector.
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As the missile attack is targeting the Outer Sector, only
ships in that sector will be able to react. NATO has
therefore a B rated flak on Duncan, and a C rated flak on
Sampson. The two die rolls on the Missile Defense Table
gives a total of one missile point destroyed, lowering the
attack value from 6 to 5.
WP Player rolls on the Missile Distribution Table to
determine how many targets will be locked on by the
incoming missiles: A roll of 6 on the 1 attack squadron
column determines that all the 5 missile points will hit a
single ship: USN Duncan is chosen randomly as the
target.
The NATO Task Force has now a Detection Level of two:
•

•
•

0 Base Detection Level as it is at sea and not loading
/ unloading in costal hex (it will use helicopters, more
on this later)
+1 Detection Level as it has been successfully
Intercepted
+1 Detection Level as it is in Megahex under WP Naval Surveillance

WP Player attacks using the 5 column of the Naval Combat Table, with 0 die roll modifier for target Detection
Level of 2 and -3 for target Toughness of 8. WP rolls a 14 modified to 11: USN Duncan takes a hit but she is
still afloat.

The Landing
The Amphibious Operations Commander must now choose how to debark troops and supply. Several
considerations come into play: enemy air defences, weather, terrain, air cover, and more.
Debarking by helicopter airlift is the fastest method, but operations can be hampered by enemy Air Superiority
over the area, bad weather and enemy Anti-Aircraft assets. Debarking by landing crafts can be done in bad
weather too, but it is slower and the Task Force must get closer to the coast, raising its Detection Level.
NATO Commander has already chosen to debark the troops by helicopters, but we will cover both approaches
for completeness.

Debarking by Helicopter
Task Force has been positioned in the best possible
point for an airmobile assault: Hex F3110, the same
hex where the beachhead will be established.
263M Helicopter Squadron, embarked on LHA Saipan,
is the first to move out. The squadron has two Troop
Transport capacity, so it can load one Battalion or one
Supply Point on each trip (See Transport Costs Table).
263M squadron has 20 MPs and moves as follows:
•

•

8 MPs to embark 1/4 MAB Bn from LHA Saipan;
this is made possible by Saipan’s helicopter
capability (the white helipad symbol)
0 MPs to move to debark area, as it is the same
hex where Saipan currently is. Also, the Soviet flak
in the adjacent hex cannot fire as the helicopter
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•
•
•
•

flies Nap-Of-Earth still at no cost (it’s actually not moving from the take-off hex).
2 MPs to unload 1/4 MAB on shore
8 MPs to load 4MAB Command from LPD Raleigh, also having a helipad symbol
2 MPs to unload 4MAB Command on shore
0 MPs again for landing on Saipan, that can be used as Base by one helicopter squadron (white helipad
symbol)

162M Helicopter squadron, embarked on LPH Inchon, follows a similar procedure to debark 2/4 MAB Battalion
and 1 Supply Points.
The debarked troops expend 2 MPs to debark, and
4 additional MPs to recombine into 4th MAB Brigade.
The brigade has now a decisive advantage in
firepower over the Soviets and, even more
importantly, exerts a Zone of Control cutting out the
Soviet units in Trondheim from their Stockpiled
Supply at Vaernes Airfield (Hex F3209).
4th MAB still has 4 MPs remaining, so the Marines
proceed to assault the airfield. The single Supply
Point at the beachhead is not enough for supporting
the Brigade in combat (See 13.2, Stockpiled
Supply), so NATO must use one point of Embedded
Ammunition. Warsaw Pact also uses up one Supply
Point stockpiled at Vaernes to support the combat.
Three NATO aircraft squadrons are called for
Ground Support (AA fire skipped for brevity), bringing the NATO Attack Value to 16. Warsaw Pact has only a
Small Combat Unit involved, so it uses a Defence Value of 1. Combat Modifiers are:
•
•
•

-9 for combat ratio 16:1 (each combat ratio above 7:1 gives Attacker a Combat Modifier)
+2 for attacking across a Minor Unbridged River
+1 for Defender in Rough-1 terrain

NATO rolls a 11 on the 7:1 column, -6 Combat Modifiers row of the Ground Combat Table, giving a D result.
The Soviet paratroopers decide to take one Step Loss and hold their ground. Also, all the involved units are all
flipped on their tested Cadre Rating side (See 11, Cadre Rating).

Debarking by Landing Craft
As already stated, an old-style amphibious invasion on landing crafts is slower and more dangerous.
Task Force 1 does not have enough Movement Points left to begin landing operations during the current Turn,
so everything is delayed to Turn 2.
During NATO Movement Phase of Turn 2, TF1 expends one MP to approach the coast and setup debark
operations. This raise the Task Force Detection Level to 1, giving Warsaw Pact a good chance to intercept and
hit her during the debarking operations (See Detection Level Table).
Unloading troops in a coastal hex costs 3 MPs, while unloading Supply Points has a cost of 4 MPs. As the Task
Force is going to do both things at the same time, the higher 4 MPs cost is used.
Having expended the required Movement Points, all Units and Supply Points loaded on ships with Amphibious
Landing capability can be moved to the beachhead. As the Marines debarked by landing crafts, they cannot
move during the current Turn, so the assault to Vaernes airfield will have to wait until Turn 3 (See 33.3.1,
Amphibious Landing).
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Support the Beachhead
As a last phase of the operation, Task Force 1 could unload additional equipment or even support combat by
using Naval Bombardment. In this example, we’ll presume the Task Force has used helicopters to debark the
troops.
During NATO Movement Phase of Turn 2, TF1 reorganizes its cargo. The main objective is to move 269M
Attack Helicopter Squadron from the cargo hold of LPD Austin to the hangars of LHA Saipan, in order to make
the squadron fully operational by using Saipan’s extensive helipad facilities.
The Helicopter Squadron is considered Cargo / Supply, so the
reorganization costs 5 MPs (See Naval Movement Costs). This
allows NATO to redistribute cargo and troops as he sees fit among
ships in the same Task Force.
Cargo loadout at the end of the reorganization is showed in the
image on the right. Note that LHA Saipan has now two helicopter
squadrons loaded: the first one is operational using the onboard
heliport, while the second one is simply cargo and cannot fly.
As a final step, TF1 moves to hex F3209 (Vaernes Airfield). This
costs zero MPs as the Task Force is only changing its position
inside the same Megahex and does not need to approach the coast
to unload troops or cargo. Being in the same hex occupied by the
Russians will allow to support with Naval Bombardment the
upcoming second attack to the airfield (See 33.21, Naval
Bombardment).
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